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This article assesses how critical boundaries around concepts of what made men 
and women were constructed in changing social, diagnostic, medical and ‘gendered’ 
circumstances in Spain from the early sixteenth century through to the late 1700s. 
In order to illustrate this process, we draw on a number of cases of ‘doubtful’ sexual 
identity exemplified by instances of ‘transvestism’, ‘transgenderism’ and ‘hermaph-
roditism’ over the period 1500 to 1800. Recent work has analysed cases of ‘doubtful’ 
sexual identity in Spain but has not provided a systematic overview of their implica-
tions with respect to broader European understandings of sex differences, subjectiv-
ity and agency. Furthermore, no Spanish study has traced the decline of one of the 
principal figures in such liminal cases, the ‘hermaphrodite’ or person that changes 
sex, a shift which took place during the seventeenth century in Spain and in other 
European countries. By 1700, it was believed in most scientific and legal circles 
that hermaphrodites could not procreate, that women could not in reality change 
into men and, as a less likely scenario, that men could not change into women; true 
hermaphroditism was deemed incapable of existence.
This period is witness to two major debates that characterized understandings 
of the nature of ‘sex’, that is, the relative status of men and women. First, the very 
notion of what ‘sex’ was and what significance it entailed on a biological, social and 
legal level. It has been argued that medieval and early modern European notions of 
sex as an anatomical category were founded on a ‘one-sex’ model, whereby medical 
doctors acknowledged no fundamental physical differences between the sexes, ascrib-
ing differences between men and women to questions of bodily ‘organization’. Such 
a notion does not do full justice, however, to the social and legal realms inhabited 
by men and women and the fact that these were in fact rigidly differentiated. It has 
further been posited that this ‘one-sex’ anatomical model gradually declined and was 
replaced by the early eighteenth century by a dichotomous ‘two-sex’ model, which 
encapsulated anatomical, biological, legal and social differences between men and 
women. Many historians have argued however, that such a passage between a ‘one-
sex’ and ‘two-sex’ schema, despite its initial attractiveness, is not useful as it obscures 
the historical diversity of ideas of ‘sex’ and the very problematic periodization of 
any shift from a ‘one-sex’ model to a ‘two-sex’ model. The second major change of 
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the period with respect to notions of the fixity of ‘sex’ saw the concomitant gradual 
extinction of the category of the true ‘hermaphrodite’ as he or she is deemed impos-
sible in humans. The elimination of the category of the hermaphrodite does indeed 
depend at least partly on a shift to what might be termed a ‘two-sex’ model but this 
shift is less dependent on processes of scientific change than it is on new social and 
philosophical horizons.1 
In order to explore how these two principal issues were played out in Spain from c. 
1500 to 1800, we believe it is necessary to identify and explain the interconnections 
between three processes. These are: first, the naturalization of the monster; second, 
the development of modern legal medicine; and, third, the elaboration in medical 
circles of the biological basis of sexual difference. In doing so, we hope that this article 
takes the analysis beyond what has become a somewhat sterile debate centred on how 
predominant or otherwise the ‘one-sex’ model was and on its chronological decay and 
shift to a rather teleological ‘two-sex’ model, achieved in the eighteenth century and 
prevalent to date. Instead, as we proceed, we emphasize the co-existence of seemingly 
contradictory understandings about the nature of the ‘sexes’, thus showing how many 
specialist medico-legal texts were placed on the cusp of understandings about the 
sexes and ‘hermaphroditism’. This contradictory legacy was inherited, on the one 
hand, from what we have called the “sexual Ancien Regime” and, on the other, was 
engendered by the new models emerging in the early eighteenth century.
CASES OF ‘HERMAPHRODITISM’ AND CHANGING SEXUAL IDENTITIES IN SPAIN, 1500–1800
For the period 1530–1792 testimonies corresponding to approximately twenty cases 
of hermaphrodites and masculinized woman, mainly from Castile, have been col-
lected.2 This set also includes some cases of ‘transvestism’, that is, of women who 
decided to dress like a man and live as one without any physical change.3 In our time, 
hermaphrodites and changes in biological sex belong to an ontological register that is 
completely different from transvestism or change of appearance. This difference was 
not operational in what might be termed the “old sexual regime”. During that time, 
to have one sex was to belong to a state or a rank; biological attributes formed part 
of that rank as did one’s dress or the kind of occupation one devoted oneself to.
Although the set of examples referred to above is only a proportion of any number 
that may exist, what is significant is that at least five of the twenty-one cases cor-
respond to women who took religious vows. In addition, we know that at least three 
of these — Catalina de Erauso, Helena de Céspedes and Estebanía de Valdaracete 
— spent some time in the army or had something to do with the carrying of arms. 
Life in a convent also meant that double or alternate sexual identities were possible 
as such an existence implied a withdrawal from the world and from conjugal exigen-
cies. Something similar occurred in the militias.4 The ‘woman soldier’, in addition 
to being a prominent trope in literature, was also a device often utilized by women 
to convert into men and hence to improve their social situation.5 
We will examine four of these cases in detail. They have been selected because 
taken together they cover the whole chronological period and, in three of the cases, 
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because they are the best documented examples. These examples are: Estebanía (born 
in Valdaracete, Madrid, in 1496), Helena de Céspedes (Alhama, Granada, 1546), 
Catalina de Erauso (San Sebastián, 1592) and Fernanda Fernández (Baza, Granada, 
1763). The first of these women is included here not only because of the early date 
of the case but also because she has hardly been mentioned in histories to date.6
The source of the Estebanía case is the Relaciones topográficas de Felipe II. 
These accounts, begun around 1575, consist of a detailed and well structured set of 
information derived from a questionnaire drawn up in each village of Spain. Even 
though the material was eventually gathered only from certain districts the material 
was sent to the king’s secretary for compilation. The Relaciones are the first example 
of an enquête7 to take place in Spain on a grand scale and constitute a technique of 
power-knowledge by which the monarch attempted to garner a mass of information 
about the resources of his realm. The questionnaire covered a wide range of matters 
for the attention of the local authorities: the geographical and administrative char-
acteristics of the village or town, the quality of its land, pastures and fields, head of 
cattle, mines, castles, privileges granted, important buildings, religious orders, the 
best known noble lineages, and the like. Amongst the many questions asked, number 
44 sought information on “todas las cosas notables y dignas de saberse, que fuesen 
a propósito para la historia y descripción de cada pueblo” [“all those things notable 
and worthy of knowledge, which were relevant for the history and description of 
each village”].8
In November 1580 the local authorities of the town of Valdaracete (Madrid) wrote 
up and sent their contribution to Felipe II. In point 44, after mentioning disputes 
with other localities, the birth of Estebanía in 1496 was recorded. The notice was 
mentioned under the rubric of “casos notables y dignos de saberse” [“cases notable 
and worthy of knowledge”], that is, it belonged to the order of the extraordinary, 
almost a portent, but without any negative connotations. This birth was treated as a 
positive event, a ‘marvel’ just like those mentioned in the contemporaneous books 
by Antonio de Torquemada and Juan de la Cerda.
A brief account is given of the life of Estebanía. At the age of twenty she was 
renowned for her physical strength (“era tan suelta e tan ligera e de tan buenas fuerzas 
que corría y saltaba e tiraba la barra e jugaba a la pelota con tanta presteza e envoltura 
que en su tiempo ningún mancebo la igualaba” [“she was so lithe and light and of 
such strength that she ran and jumped, beat others running, and played ball with 
such skill and spirit that in her time no youth matched her”].9 Estebanía undertook 
what were understood to be typically masculine tasks, although her appearance did 
not suggest any sex different from the one ascribed at birth (“era cosa notable de 
ver a la dicha correr sueltos sus cabellos largos e rubios en gran manera” [“it was 
a notable thing to see her run around, her long fair hair loose and flowing”]). After 
leaving her town and moving around the area and becoming known for her brave 
deeds — probably with the use of arms as these deeds are called “cosas tan heroicas” 
[“such heroic acts”] — she went to Granada, where she was asked to present herself 
to the authorities of the Chancillería. The authorities did not accept that a woman 
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could perform such heroic acts and for this reason she was examined by “matronas 
y parteras para ver su participación del sexo viril, y fue hallada ser hermafrodita” 
[“matrons and midwives to ascertain her participation in the virile sex and she was 
found to be a hermaphrodite”].10 Her examiners (no medical doctor was present in 
accordance with the tradition whereby females were examined by women) were not 
able to establish the “sexo predominante” [“predominant sex”], one of the keys at 
the time to confirm a ‘doubtful’ case as either a man or a woman. In the light of this 
situation and following the established law, the Chancillería of Granada, a power-
ful legal organ of Castile, allowed Estebanía to choose her sex (“la mandaron que 
escogiese en el hábito que quería vivir e andar y eligió del de hombre” [“she was 
commanded to choose the habit in which she wished to live and she chose that of 
the male”]).11 Faced with this choice Estebanía decided to chose the sex (“hábito” 
[“habit”]) that allowed her to improve on her status, thus availing herself of privileges 
reserved for men.
Estebanía, transformed into a man and now known as Esteban, found a woman 
with whom he entered into matrimony (“se casó después con otra mujer e vivieron 
casados e velados en facie ecclesiae” [“she married afterwards another woman and 
they lived as married and veiled in facie ecclesiae”]). Her ability in the use of arms 
meant that she became a master of fencing and she set up a school in Granada. As 
a way of “ganar honra” [“earning her honour”], it is recounted that as Carlos V 
passed through Granada, Esteban was called upon to practise arms against some of 
the king’s most worthy warriors (“hombres diestros y valientes” [“brave and skil-
ful men”]). He beat them all: “de los cuales batalló de todas las armas e los hirió e 
señaló él primeramente con la espada” [“against whom he fought with all kinds of 
weapon and injured them and touched them first with the sword”]. When Esteban 
died relatively young, ten years after marrying, it is recounted as a thing “notable de 
esta mujer hombre” [“notable of this man-woman”] that her mother and wife wept, 
the one for her daughter and the other for her husband: “la una lloraba diciendo ay 
hija mía e la otra ay marido mío” [“one cried saying oh, my daughter, and the other 
saying oh, my husband”].
Estebanía managed to have her condition as a hermaphrodite and her transit to 
manhood accepted by means of a display of bravery, physical strength and her ability 
to carry and use weapons. These attributes were the province of a warrior ethos still 
highly valued at the time of the beginning of the Empire. They formed part of the 
myth of the Reconquest and were valued as part of the on-going colonization of the 
Indies.12 It is for this reason that in the account of the life of Estebanía there is no 
hint of any presence of dishonour, sinfulness, evil or bad portent associated with her. 
This master of sword-fighting is always described as an honourable villein. As such, 
she was declared to be “claro de gesto” [“of gracious regard”] and was described as 
a “persona bien nacida” [“well-born person”], something that suggested her condi-
tion as “cristiano Viejo” [“an old Christian”]. The actions that brought her fame were 
described as “heroic” and “notable”, confirming Estebanía as a portent like those 
mentioned in the literature of the time on ‘marvels’.
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In contrast to this unequivocal characterization of the hermaphrodite of Valdaracete, 
we find the story of Elena de Céspedes.13 Elena did not descend from ‘old Christians’, 
despite what she alleged to the contrary.14 Neither were her origins hidalgo, of the 
lower nobility, as was the case of Catalina de Erauso. Elena was the daughter of a 
morisco slave woman and as she was an emancipated slave herself her surname did 
not actually belong to her — she took the name of the wife of her owner. Only by 
means of an extraordinary effort to construct herself, modelling her body by means of 
a process of ‘stylization’,15 and by elaborating the true story of her life, could Helena 
transgress the hierarchical borders between sexes and roles. She was a woman, a 
hermaphrodite, a man, a wife, a husband, a slave, a freed slave, a weaver, a draper, 
a shepherd, a domestic servant, a soldier and a surgeon.16 This unusual degree of 
creativity in making herself allows us to question what many social scientists have 
said about the process of subjectivization. It is commonly held that the individual in 
‘pre-modern’ or ‘traditional’ societies was basically made up by the intervention of 
collective elements such as family descent, local community, age, civil and ecclesi-
astical institutions, etc., while the modern subject was different in his or her ability 
to actively create their own identity.17
In contrast to this assumed reality it can be argued that Helena de Céspedes was 
able to make and remake herself so many times because the roles arising from the 
exercise of a trade allowed a degree of mobility that was much more extensive than 
previous accounts of pre-modern societies have suggested. So much is suggested 
by picaresque literature and the continuous ‘identity frauds’ that are common in the 
era’s comedies.18
The biography of Helena de Céspedes has been recounted many times but it is worth 
concentrating on a number of details of her life. In 1586, in her forties, Helena lived 
as a man (‘Eleno’) in a small town near Toledo and was married to María del Caño, 
the daughter of a master artisan. María was some twenty years younger than Helena. 
In June 1587 Eleno was detained by the Corregidor of Ocaña and was accused by 
a neighbour of committing sodomy with María. Shortly afterwards, she was sum-
moned by the Inquisition and was accused of insulting the sacrament of marriage 
and of being involved in acts of witchcraft. The jurisdiction of the case fell finally 
to the inquisitorial office of Toledo, which, amongst other things, freed Helena from 
the charge of sodomy and possible death.19
The main argument that Helena used to escape any charges was that she was a her-
maphrodite. This quality, she argued, undermined the accusation of disrespect towards 
matrimony since, although she had indeed been married to a man as a woman, it was 
only on the appearance of male genitalia after giving birth that she felt inclined towards 
the female sex and then married María del Caño. This argument also quashed the 
charge of witchcraft, which had arisen because Elena was accused of having deceived 
those who had examined her to prove her status as a male on several occasions, and 
in particular just before her second marriage. Amongst those supposedly deceived 
was none less than Francisco Díaz, surgeon to Felipe II.20 Díaz had examined Elena 
before her wedding on the request of the Curate of Madrid and he had declared her 
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to be a male. When Díaz was called before the Santo Oficio and inspected Elena once 
more, he stated that she was a woman who showed no trace of manhood. Finally, 
the tribunal of Toledo found that they were confronted with a case of fraud. Helena 
had always been a woman, they believed, and they pronounced a sentence similar to 
those given in cases of bigamy. This entailed a public auto de fe, two hundred lashes 
and ten years’ reclusion and service as a doctor in a poor hospital.
Helena did not ever deny that she had altered her body in order to hide her female 
genitalia and to emphasize her male nature. But she sustained right to the end that 
she possessed both qualities and that her male member had begun to diminish and 
decompose some time ago to the point of disappearing during her stay in the inquisi-
torial prisons.21
Helena de Céspedes was able to convince so many people because she gave herself 
a particular identity, which was constructed by means of an account that combined her 
own readings as a self-trained doctor (her library was extensive),22 and her experience 
was flushed through with practical know-how and oral traditions, something typical 
of morisco medicine.23 Elena knew how to combine these diverse elements in order 
to provide a convincing case before whichever authority (ecclesiastical, medical, 
magistrates or neighbours) she appeared.
This degree of creativity was only possible within a network of discourses and 
practices such as those present in the Ancien Regime of sexuality where the three 
kinds of experience described above occurred. Firstly, especially in the discourse of 
Elena herself, value was given to knowledge of medicine and natural history in order 
to present her case as something strange, a ‘praeternatural’ event, but never beyond 
the bounds of Nature. In this way, she managed to dodge the charge of sodomy, the 
practice against nature par excellence.
Secondly, Helena emphasized her occupation as a soldier and her participation 
in the repression of morisco uprisings. But in her case, unlike that of Estebanía, 
recourse to her ability to wield arms did not convince. Unlike Estebanía or Catalina 
de Erauso, it was Elena’s sexual practices that cast doubt on her military prowess. Her 
shift from wife to husband, her multiple partners, seduction of married women and 
deflowering of damsels, her disrespect towards the marriage sacrament and finally 
her actions tainted with witchcraft, moved her perilously close to evil terrain and sin 
contra naturam. In fact, the inquisitorial tribunal considered it an act of clemency to 
have freed her from the charge of sodomy as brought by the Royal Tribunal.24
Finally, the case of Helena also has recourse to the experience of miracles, of the 
hermaphrodite as an individual equipped with redemptory and fantastic powers.25 
It is only in this knowledge that we can explain the commotion that the presence of 
Helena caused in the Hospital del Rey, in Toledo, where she was sentenced to work.26 
There were stampedes in favour of being treated by this surgeon from Alhama, caus-
ing disturbances and a series of problems that could only be resolved by transferring 
Helena to another hospital. She went first to a different hospital in Toledo and later to 
the village of Puente del Arzobispo. Here, the traces of this exceptional figure fade 
away, although the memory of her person lasted for nearly a century.27
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Catalina de Erauso, born in 1592, when the trial against Helena de Céspedes had 
already finished, led an even more itinerant lifestyle.28 On escaping from the Domini-
can convent in San Sebastián at the age of fifteen, a place her parents had sent her in 
order to become a nun, she began a long personal journey through the territories of 
South America, passing through New Spain and what are now Colombia, Panama, 
Peru and Chile. She returned to Europe on a number of occasions and made long stays 
in cities in Spain and Italy. She exercised as many trades or more as Helena. It was 
not only arms, the activity that made her famous as the ‘nun ensign’, that Catalina 
would take up. She also worked as a page, cabin boy, servant, butler and tax manager 
of diverse activities in mining, livestock farming and merchandise. She altered her 
identity on several occasions. She changed from Catalina de Erauso to Francisco de 
Loyola. When she enlisted in the militias she became Alonso Ramírez Díaz and gained 
the rank of lieutenant. When, in 1620, she was forced to confess her true identity to 
the bishop of Guamanga, she adopted once more her first name and condition as a 
nun, but changed again when she received permission from the king and the Pope to 
dress as a soldier and to receive a military pension as Lieutenant Catalina de Erauso. 
As such, she finally went to New Spain under the name Antonio de Erauso.
On first sight, the seriousness of the misdemeanours of Catalina exceeds that of 
Elena. In several duels and fights she killed eleven persons, of varying situations, 
including a slave, a bailiff and a beggar. She was condemned to death on more than 
one occasion and on others could save herself only by going into hiding. In addi-
tion, despite her pretensions to virginity, she was involved in various amorous affairs 
with young women and even with a married lady. With this reputation as a gambler, 
murderer and adulteress, how is it be explained that Catalina de Erauso was not only 
capable of being accepted by the authorities — receiving the blessing of king and 
Pope — but also managed to become a popular legend and, at the same time, an 
exemplar of the perfect Spanish caballero and the perfect Spanish lady?29
One crucial element is clearly the military habitus occupied by Catalina. She came 
from a Guipúzcoan family and shared the hidalguía and corresponding privileges 
accorded to all Basques. She was famous in military milieus and her reputation was 
recognized in the militia, the navy and among the clergy.30 Her decision to become 
a man and to enrol in the campaigns of the Spanish army overseas was not taken in 
splendid isolation; it was taken in the context of a solid military tradition prevalent 
amongst Basque nobles. The fact that Catalina, without revealing her true identity, 
was involved in such activities and was accompanied by family members and asso-
ciates in these activities was not arbitrary. Such links afforded her cover and also a 
support network that enabled her to achieve certain things such as a pension from the 
King.31 On this basis we can understand how Catalina incorporated a military habitus, 
conceived as deriving from the tradition of the Reconquest.32 Even if she lost her 
position of prominence with respect to the Court in Madrid,33 she continued to play 
a fundamental role amongst the hidalgos who took part in the wars overseas.34
The admiration for the “natural pendenciero” [“naturally bellicose nature”] and 
bravery of Catalina,35 inherited in the blood from her ancestors but common to the 
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Imperial Age of Spain as part of the need to defend honour and hombría, corresponds 
to a form of social organization in which the state did not hold the monopoly on 
violence. Duels and blood contests,36 daily events in peninsular towns, were even 
more common in colonized lands. These territories were characterized by a ‘fron-
tier mentality’, where authority encountered all kinds of obstacles.37 In this kind of 
‘civilizing’ context,38 survival depended on physical strength and the ability to use 
arms. It was here that the ‘Monja-Alférez’ excelled; her murders were justified on 
the basis of the restoration of honour and it is for this reason that she managed to 
fend off any condemnation of her acts triumphantly.
Catalina was also aware that she had to incorporate one of the qualities that were 
essential to the perfect woman in Counter Reformation Spain: that of virginity. After 
killing a bailiff, a black slave and an official who attempted to seize her, Catalina 
sought protection under the authority of the bishop of Guamanga. After confessing 
her status as a woman she was examined by two midwives, a doctor and a surgeon. 
All of them confirmed her virginity:
Como a las quatro de la tarde, el mismo Señor Obispo abrió la puerta y entró. 
Entraron detrás dos mujeres, que eran comadres y un Médico y dos Cirujanos. 
Mandóle a todos con censuras reservadas, que hicieran su oficio legalmente y 
salióse fuera y cerró. Yo me manifesté. Ellos me miraron y se satisficieron de que 
verdaderamente estaba virgen.... Su Illma. se enterneció y allí delante de ellos se 
llegó a mí y me abrazó y me dixo: Hija, ahora creeré todo cuanto me dixéreis. 
Yo, con humildad y reverencia me arrodillé y le besé la mano.39 
At about four o’clock in the afternoon, the Bishop opened the door and entered. 
Behind him, two women entered who were midwives and a Doctor and two 
Surgeons. He commanded all with discrete reserve that they perform their legal 
offices and he left and closed the door. I uncovered myself. They examined me 
and were satisfied that I was a virgin.... His Excellency was touched and before 
them all he approached me and embraced me and said: My daughter, now I will 
believe everything you say. With humility and reverence, I kneeled and kissed 
his hand.
This quality is referred to emphatically in Catalina’s account. Virginity was proof 
of virtue,40 a state that made up for her transgression of sexual boundaries. Although 
this transgression had been achieved by a long and painful process of ‘styling’ her 
body,41 it mitigated the blemish of her amorous activities with other women and 
exonerated her from the accusation of sodomy.
Her reputation as a virgin was, it would seem, one of the main reasons for her 
popularity at the time.42 This woman, steeped in virility and military bravery, was at 
the same time a true ‘shrinking violet’.43 The virgin warrior, who had become famous 
after her voyage to Rome where she kissed the feet of Pope Urbano VII, also showed 
clear signs of impeccable religious devotion.44
Combining the warlike ardour of a soldier and the candour of a young lady, Catalina 
was able to construct her own myth in order to become, as Elizabeth Perry has argued, 
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a metaphor of the Spanish realm.45 As a result of her status as a true oxymoron, the 
Monja-Alférez could bridge the category of God-given marvels and that of an almost 
miraculous virginity conserved in the context of violent masculinity. In this way, any 
connotation of evil linked to the committing of the nefarious sin, something that was 
palpable in the case of Helena de Céspedes, was instantly dismissed. Catalina de 
Erauso was able to change not into a male but into a legendary symbol of Spanish 
patriotism, a kind of tough ancestral version of Agustina de Aragón.46 
The story of the nun Fernanda Fernández is less spectacular than that of Catalina 
but in some respects is more telling. Her case was discovered and first analysed 
by María José de la Pascua.47 Fernanda was born in Baza and became a nun in the 
Capuchine convent in Granada. She remained a member of the order until the age 
of 27, when she started to notice signs of masculinity in her body. In two years 
the sexual transformation was complete. Initially, doctors diagnosed madness as 
Fernanda explicitly recounted her desires for the other nuns in the convent and her 
attempts to resist such temptations. Fernanda tried to quell these desires by avoid-
ing her companions and by means of strict penitence including spiked chains and 
sharpened crosses. Later came regular blood-lettings as prescribed by the doctors. 
Subsequently, after reiterating her manly nature before the assembled doctors, she 
was finally examined by them and they pronounced her to be a man. As a result of 
this revelation the religious authorities began to process her release from her vows. 
Once her parents were told, Fernanda became Fernando and adopted male attire. 
This new identity was not assumed easily by Fernando, however, and he pined for 
his life as a nun and all he had learnt in the convent. 
Fernanda belonged to a well-off family. Despite her case being understood as 
somewhat portentous, this status was partially undermined by reference to the infamy 
of the ‘counter-natural’ urges that she experienced. However, this evil trait, which 
by the time had already begun to be reconceptualized as a sign of ‘madness’, was 
brushed aside when she was identified as a man. Once this was determined the story 
takes another turn. The sexual metamorphosis undergone by Fernanda becomes the 
opportunity for Fernanda to sanctify her existence given the suffering and the painful 
penitence she underwent in order not to succumb to the nefarious sin. It was as if the 
sex change was a gift from Providence that allowed Fernanda to choose the route 
towards purification. How else could her virginity, her manhood amongst so many 
nuns, have been maintained intact if her status were not such a gift? Her case was 
thus considered ‘marvellous’ and it was this that demolished any association with 
nefarious sin and the transgression of sexual boundaries.48
But what is most surprising about Fernanda’s case is that it takes place in 1792 
and that everyone involved, including the medical authorities, did not appear to doubt 
the possibility of sexual transformation, something generally accepted in European 
medical circles to be impossible. The doctors’ intervention was limited to reporting 
Fernanda’s life-experience on the basis of an anatomical examination. In no sense 
did they argue that deep down Fernanda had always been a man or that maleness 
had always been her true biological sex. However, by this time, in both Spain and 
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wider Europe, medical accounts and informed opinion tended to judge this kind of 
metamorphosis and hermaphroditism as baseless frauds arising out of superstition, a 
product of the general ignorance of the time.49 The case of Fernanda illustrates once 
more the tenacious nature of the old sexual regime, that is, of sex as status and the 
continuation of notions of the marvellous, the portentous and miraculous. This old 
world was gradually eroded, however, as the next section of this article argues.
THE EXPULSION OF THE MARVELLOUS
As the case of Fernanda Fernández shows, the belief in masculinized women and in 
hermaphrodites was still alive and well in the eighteenth century. The literature on 
‘marvels’ depicting ‘strange observations’ or ‘curiosities’ was still very current. The 
possibility of engaging in carnal activity with the devil was still discussed and, in those 
cases of conception and birth, the need to baptize the new born was emphasized.50 
Authors with a certain reputation as ‘illustrated’ and ‘experimental’ avant la lettre, 
such as Padre Feijoo, believed in the possibility of procreation between animals and 
persons.51 Feijoo also admitted the possibility of bicephalous humans capable of 
surviving several years and capable of dialogue between the two heads.52 In sum, 
in the same way as the political, economic and social Ancien Régime was able to 
survive beyond its supposed disappearance, as Arno J. Mayer has shown,53 so could 
the sexual Ancien Régime continue beyond its usually accepted demise.
Despite this, it would be incorrect not to admit that throughout the eighteenth 
century in Spain and in wider Europe a broad and increasingly vociferous offensive 
against the marvellous took place. This discourse found that true hermaphrodites did 
not really exist, decried the possibility that they procreated, and refused to accept that 
women could change into men. In order to explain how this step took place we need 
to identify three connected processes: the naturalization of the monster, the develop-
ment of modern legal medicine, and the emergence of the biological basis of sexual 
difference. The bedrock of this change was provided by the continual discrediting 
of the transcendent order that held Nature to be an expression of divine will. Nature 
began to be understood as mere nature; life emerged as ‘bare life’ and as a process 
governed exclusively by its own laws.54 Once the protective shield of Providence had 
disappeared, life and nature became fragile, unprotected and dangerous. Their care 
and protection came to be a political issue. Government would consist above all in 
directing life, administrating its flows and managing its risks. It would involve, once 
the old regime decayed, the rise of divisions and taxonomies of human beings.55
THE NATURALIZATION OF THE MONSTER 
If Nature is just nature, the monster, which is one of its products, can no longer be 
viewed as a sign either of divine omnipotence or as a warning or punishment deliv-
ered from on high by Providence. During the eighteenth century the process of the 
naturalization of the monster begins. This process culminates in the first half of the 
following century with the scientific explanation of monstrosity. This understanding 
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emerges principally in the writing of Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire in the field of 
Teratology. The naturalization of the monster constitutes its definitive uncoupling 
from diabolical intervention, from the aberrations of imagination, and from dreams.56 
It signifies the conversion of the monster into something housed in the natural order 
according to laws discovered by reason.57 This process is an epistemological pre-
requisite for the entering of the monster into the teratological order. In the context 
of the apparent duality of the sexes there are only more or less anomalous genital 
malformations. 
In the course of the eighteenth century the monster becomes an object and instru-
ment of investigation. In the monster the keys to finding the truth of the ‘normal’ 
conformation of human beings were located. The monster, in this sense, was utilized 
in order to carry out experiments in order to resolve the debates between the rival 
systems of preformationism and epigenesis.58 It also served with respect to the first 
system to decide between ovism and animalculism.59 The analysis of the monster also 
served to resolve the question of the circulatory system of the foetus60 and allowed 
eighteenth-century naturalists to delve into the laws governing animal species. How 
could identities, continual transitions, differences and variations in the hierarchical 
order of animals be explained? From Leibniz to Robinet, the variations represented 
by monsters would be conceived either as transitional forms between different spe-
cies (as a guarantee of continuity) or as a sign of the infinite combinations that nature 
provided (as a source of difference).61 Finally, the unification of embryology that 
emerged from the triumph of epigenetic theses (Meckel) with comparative anatomy 
removed from the idea of an ‘animal series’ (Cuvier), would give rise in the first 
third of the nineteenth century to Teratology under Saint-Hilaire. Here, monstrosity 
is placed among the various types of functional anomaly and is placed in the evolu-
tionary register as ‘arrested development’.
The extremely frequent observations on monsters in the publications of European 
science academies between the final years of the seventeenth century and the first 
decade of eighteenth suffer a drastic reduction from 1710 onwards.62 Strict criteria 
are enforced not to reiterate case studies but in order to select pertinent cases that 
explain concrete problems. Above all, there was an attempt to divorce monstrosity 
from anything to do with admiration of the ‘marvellous’.63 In Spain, the decline of 
the literature of marvels paralleled the rise in textual critique and analysis,64 in par-
ticular in the mode provided by Feijoo and Mayans.65 The objective of these studies 
was to differentiate fables and legends from authentic demonstrable historical and 
scientific facts.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF LEGAL MEDICINE
In this context, sexual transformations are steadily deemed to be impossible and, 
to a lesser degree, so are hermaphrodites, although they are still the subject of pro-
found controversy in the eighteenth century.66 Spanish anatomists of certain prestige, 
such as Martín Martínez,67 religious figures with a naturalist bent such as Hervás 
y Panduro (1735–1809)68 and Barco y Gasca (fl. 1775),69 figures in ‘legal surgery’ 
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(a subject included in the curriculum of the College of Surgeons from 1780) such 
as Juan Fernández del Valle (fl. 1790),70 rejected the possibility of “mudas de sexo” 
[“sex-changes”]. Fernández del Valle and Hervás y Panduro also rejected outright 
the existence of hermaphrodites in general,71 and those called ‘true hermaphrodites’ 
in particular.72
Such a rejection of hermaphroditism was, however, not yet the intellectual norm 
of the eighteenth century in Spain. This is revealed by a study of one of the most 
used manuals in Surgeon’s Colleges in the century. The Elementa medicinae et 
chirugiae forensis written by the Austrian surgeon Joseph Jacob Plenck (1733–1807) 
was published in Spanish for the first time in 1796. The text, to some extent, still 
belongs to a dynasty of pre-modern medico-legal works such as the Quaestiones 
medico-legales (1621–35) by the Italian Paolo Zacchias (1584–1659).73 The task of 
the medico-legal doctor in this context was still not divorced from religious elements 
and much medical jurisprudence referred to canon law. It is in this framework that 
Plenck includes his analysis of matters pertaining to monsters, doubts over sex and 
possession by the devil. 
In the section on the signs that might call into question the sex of the individual, 
Plenck examines the matter of hermaphroditism. He understands hermaphroditism as 
part of a five-fold problematic: the name with which the child is to be baptized; the 
legitimacy of the marriage, understood as possible only between man and woman; 
the determination of the sex of the spouses if both are hermaphrodites; licence to 
take male or female occupations; and the kind of dress an individual should take up.74 
Plenck considers hermaphroditism as a type of monstrosity that affects the genitalia, 
giving rise to part male and part female forms. 
In his account three types of hermaphrodites are described with their different 
anatomical and physiological characteristics and their own secondary characters 
and sexual inclinations. The first type is the ‘male androgyne’ variety or masculine 
hermaphrodite. This type possesses a penis and testicles, is capable of inseminating 
and has an opening in the perineum that seems to be a vulva. On examination, this 
opening is found not to lead to a uterus but to the bladder. These hermaphrodites are 
attracted to women, have hair in abundance and beards but no breasts. Finally, they 
possess a narrower femur and a slightly broader humerus.75 
The second type is the ‘female androgyne’ or feminine hermaphrodite. This class 
possesses a large clitoris which appears to be a penis and is capable of erection. This 
hermaphrodite usually possesses two openings, one of which leads to the bladder 
and the other to the uterus. They have no testicles or spermatic ducts. They possess 
breasts, scant body hair, a broader femur and a narrower humerus.76
For Plenck there is a third type of hermaphrodite, the ‘true hermaphrodite’. 
These possess a mixture of the sexes and have testicles and ovaries, a uterus and 
virile member. In order to demonstrate that this variety actually exists, Plenck cites 
observations and cases collected in the works of Haller, in accounts by the French 
authors Mavret and Petit — read at the Dijon Academy and the Royal Academy of 
Science, respectively — and from the work of the Italian Colombo.77
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His chapter ends by formulating five theses. These are: (a) male androgynes can 
inseminate women; (b) female androgynes, using their clitoris, can unite with women 
but cannot ejaculate; (c) true hermaphrodites are possible;78 (d) the existence of these 
true hermaphrodites explains stories about women changed into men and vice versa 
(what in fact takes place is that the genitalia of the other sex emerge from inside, 
either as a result of an operation or on coming of age); and (e) old laws punished 
these unfortunates severely and Nature has punished them sufficiently as it is.79
Plenck’s account can be understood as heralding a transition. On the one hand, he 
maintains the belief in true hermaphrodites and on the other he denies the possibility 
of sex change. But in order to deny this possibility he uses an old device employed 
by, for example, Bravo de Sobremonte and Fuentelapeña: sex changes arise from 
hidden hermaphroditism. Finally, he adds an element that is present in the intellectual 
armoury of the Enlightenment and that Spanish medico-legal doctors will reiterate 
in the first half of the nineteenth century — he condemns the old laws as barbarous 
hangovers, which punish savagely individuals of doubtful sex. His sorrow for these 
‘unfortunate beings’ places him in the next century.
The work by Plenck forms part of a first generation of texts in legal medicine, 
which includes Cirugía forense (1783) by Domingo Vidal,80 Cirugía forense, general 
y particular (1797) by Juan Fernández del Valle, and to some degree the Compendio 
de policía médica (1803) by Vicente Mitjavila.81 In these texts, which are used as 
manuals in the colleges and, in the last case, in the Academy of Practical Medicine 
in Barcelona,82 legal medicine goes far beyond the parameters of the discipline as 
laid out at the time of Paolo Zacchias. It is no longer a simple discipline that tries to 
guide justice in particular circumstances such as violent deaths, poisoning, witchcraft, 
rape, etc.; it is now a science of the State.
We stated that the naturalization of the monster was possible only by means of 
the wearing away of the concept of Nature as a language through which God com-
municated with humanity. The role of a transcendent order that gave life sense and 
protection is gradually supplanted by a disciplinary form of power characteristic of 
absolute monarchies and which attempts to administer the tiny everyday details of 
life. The ‘Science of Police’, both in its French and German varieties, is the theoretical 
model followed by this type of power.83 The German variety, which was disseminated 
in Spain in the eighteenth century, constituted a set of knowledges devoted to the 
creation of state administrative functionaries, also known as ‘cameralism’.84
Part of this set of knowledge was ‘medical policy’.85 If the management of life and 
health were integral to a State that watched over public well-being, it is not surprising 
that public health was recognized as an important field, particularly in the reign of 
Carlos III.86 In fact, the first series of medico-legal texts mentioned above were to 
some degree inscribed in the framework provided by ‘medical policy’. If the State and 
its laws should project life this was possible only if the principles that guided it were 
known. This is evidently the case for the question of the ‘population’, considered at 
the time to be the major form of wealth of the nation.87 Legal doctors, therefore, as 
major specialists in health and public well-being (at this time, public hygiene was 
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not separated from legal medicine),88 were not limited to guiding magistrates. Their 
knowledge should be employed in the close regulation of life in order to guarantee 
the harmonious functioning of the State.89
This idea of subordinating law to biological norms is articulated in these first 
texts in an extraordinarily centralist and interventionist mode, corresponding to the 
mechanisms of State characteristic of enlightened despotism.90 The emergence of 
the liberal State, which in Spain, after the failed attempts of 1812 and 1820, was 
resuscitated under Isabel II, implied a very different way of implementing the gov-
ernment of health and the precepts of legal medicine. In this new context, the legal 
doctor does not collaborate with a State that wishes to regulate life meticulously as 
under Cameralism and the days of medical policy. The liberal government of life 
consists in eliminating the obstacles that prevent the development of the means of 
internal regulation of life. This form of government marks out the limits and the pos-
sibilities of state action. It is not a matter of submitting nature to an endless round 
of sanitary interventions. Rather, the very dynamic of vital processes is submitted to 
analysis so that the legislator can adjust his actions accordingly.91 From the beginning 
of the nineteenth century, with the Spanish translation of the work of Foderé, Les 
Lois éclairées par les sciences physiques, ou Traité de médecine légale et d’hygiène 
publique (1797), published in Madrid between 1801 and 1803, a second genera-
tion of medico-legal treatises is opened up. The works of Ramón López Mateos 
(1771–1814), Pensamientos sobre la razón de las leyes (1810), and Francisco Fabra 
Soldevilla (1778–1839), Filosofía de la legislación natural (1830), inaugurate a 
corpus of Spanish medico-legal texts,92 which are faithful to the model of liberal 
governmentality, whereby legislators should adjust their work “a las insinuaciones 
de la naturaleza” [“to the insinuations of nature”].93
Amongst those areas brought under the aegis of legal medicine there is one that 
is particularly relevant to the achievement of optimum quantity and quality of the 
population. The medico-legal practitioner became the ultimate authority in respect 
of the assignation of sex to those individuals deemed of ‘doubtful sex’. No longer is 
the ‘predominant sex’ spoken of or the election of sex in cases of ‘true hermaphro-
ditism’. It is understood that each individual has one exclusive sex, male or female, 
which guarantees their civil identity and holds up the institution of marriage, the key 
mechanism for the reproduction of the nation.94 The legitimate procreative couple 
is the married couple and such a formula requires the strict identification of a man 
and a woman.95 
The desire to regulate marriage beyond the sphere of family interests alone in order 
to create an abundant healthy population is what engendered in educated Spaniards 
a critique of marriage of convenience and marriages with large age differences. 
These matrimonial alliances were unsuitable not only morally but also because they 
affected the biological potency of the realm. Such concerns can be seen in a wide 
range of sources including comedies of the time such as that of Leandro Fernández 
de Moratín, El sí de las niñas and El viejo y la niña, or the satires of Jovellanos on 
the same matter.96 Goya’s Caprichos drawn between 1797 and 1798 also fall into this 
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camp. They illustrate in grotesque form a kind of marriage ceremony in which the 
protagonists are masked figures in a carnavalesque scene. The fiancée, a young girl, 
appears with a mask on her face and another on her genitalia, simulating the double 
sex of the hermaphrodite. One of the illustrations of the series (B. 59) is entitled 
Máscaras: La apunta por hermafrodita. A scribe, in likeness to the priest, holds a 
notebook in which he appears to record the proceedings. Behind, someone watches 
with hands raised in horror. The scene has been interpreted as an allusion to female 
luxuriousness common to the novias of this kind of marriage, which, by agreement 
with the boy, is arranged in order to satisfy the girl’s unruly erotic appetite.97 Her-
maphroditism is symbolized by sexual excess and draws on the old association with 
nefarious sin. But at the same time, this hermaphroditism is not real. It does not 
coincide with that represented in the literature of prodigies in contemporary accounts 
and is not represented as a harbinger of evil to come. It is no more than a mask, an 
appearance that hides the true sex of the individual. In this way, Goya’s illustration 
appears to draw on the hermaphrodite as a transitory condition and at the same time 
suggests that the old sexual regime is fading away as the reign of the true biological 
sex approaches.
Such a depiction implies the uncoupling of sexual identities from the old network 
of community and family alliances that characterized the old regime. Here, the civil 
identity of the subject was defined by his or her external lines of sociability. It was 
necessary to determine clearly the sex of a person in order to allow their entry into 
relations governed by alliances, in order to permit their entry into the ecclesiastical 
order, or to allow their participation in marriage. Identity also allowed them to be 
positioned with respect to lineages or inheritance, or in guilds and corporations which 
required a name and a tradition. Determination of sex in doubtful cases was primarily 
the responsibility of the family or tutors who in turn often sought the guidance of 
doctors, surgeons and midwives. In this way, the individual was defined less by their 
sex than by their relations with others. Possessing one sex or the other determined 
whether the subject would participate in a dense set of relations of dependency 
(family, vows of fidelity, protection) as part of the social network provided by family 
and blood alliances.
The new liberal State, which eliminates the representation of society as divided 
into three unchangeable orders and substitutes a homogenized society in accordance 
with property relations, defines the social identity of individuals not by their names 
or titles or their external relations but by means of their ‘interiority’: their body, 
their physical strength and their thought, all elements that were identified with the 
responsible individual who was capable of exercising his or her rights and entering 
into the contractual relationship.
The fixing of sexual identity, replacing status as a distinctive and innate mark in 
individuals, would no longer depend on the members of the family or on the subject 
themselves. Even though the subject would be incited to speak the truth about him- 
or herself, this task falls on those who possess positive knowledge on bodies and 
souls, and who are capable of deciphering definitions beyond any deformities that 
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nature might throw up and beyond any interpretations that superstitious priests might 
put forward.98 This is a technical form of rationality. Its social agents possess expert 
knowledge which even supersedes any juridical authority in terms of determining 
the identity of the subject.
These new forms of administrative rationality are devoted to seeking the maximum 
output from the combined strengths of the nation. The science of administration of 
the old regime and the political economy of liberalism both see the population as 
a source of wealth, a resource that should be managed to full effect and a treasure 
whose increase, both quantative and qualitative, impacts on military might and the 
productivity of States. 
The establishment of a national militia under a system of conscription and 
the concern with the regulation of the age and ability of marital arrangements to 
reproduce are measures wholly in line with this desire to increase the volume and 
health of populations. Within this group of concerns, the exact determination of sex 
becomes of vital importance. In the first place, this is to guarantee the success and 
the procreative nature of marriage by authorizing such relations or annulling others. 
A number of crucial questions move to the heart of legal medicine. These include: 
problems of impotency, sterility, ideal age for marriage, health, hereditary illnesses, 
and the assignation of sex in doubtful cases.99 Secondly, the exact determination of 
sex is important to questions related to military service. It is no surprise that many 
of the cases of hermaphroditism recorded in legal medicine in the nineteenth century 
arose from erroneous marriage arrangements and from ambiguous soldiers aspiring 
to or having been conscripted by the militia.
THE FOUNDATION OF SEXUAL DIFFERENCE
Together with the naturalization of the monster and the take-off of legal medicine, 
there is a third process during the same period that is decisive in terms of the eclipse of 
the category of the hermaphrodite and the rejection of the possibility of sex changes. 
This third element is the biological foundation of sexual difference, a development 
that, as Thomas Laqueur has argued, converges with the aspirations of enlightened 
thought and liberal democracy. The route taken by such a development is now traced 
for the Spanish case.
Emphasis on the duality of the sexes contrary to the monist schema of Hippocratic-
Galenic thought can be traced in some medical texts (Bravo de Sobremonte, García 
Carrero) and some non-medical texts (Martín del Río) of the seventeenth century.100 
But in these kinds of texts divine will is always invoked. Two sexes exist because 
God wished it so. The Book of Genesis is a manifestation of this premiss and such a 
state of affairs guarantees the reproduction of human kind. This theological argument 
characteristic of the Ancien Régime will loose ground in the light of new interpreta-
tions. In this new paradigm, it is deemed unnecessary to read the Scriptures to see 
the differences between men and women; instead, it is a case of deciphering different 
traits in anatomical structures, physiology and temperaments. It is from this per-
spective, although without renouncing the old theological and moral interpretations 
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completely, that Feijoo and Martín Martínez in the early and middle of the eighteenth 
century argue.101 
In the Teatro crítico universal by Feijoo, the author is extremely critical of the 
Hippocratic doctrine.102 In matters relating to generation Feijoo maintains pre-
formationist theories and rejects the notion that female foetuses lie on the left and 
males on the right.103 But it is not in these differences with Hippocrates that we see 
the Benedictine’s thought on the differences between the sexes. This can be seen in 
his “Defensa de las mujeres” within the Teatro crítico universal. This text, as Mónica 
Bolufer has shown, puts an end to the debate begun in the medieval period in Spain 
on the inferiority or otherwise of women with respect to men. In this “Defence of 
women”, Feijoo follows an argument sketched out in the eighteenth century and 
refuses to accept the Aristotelian notion of women as ‘monsters’ or as ‘imperfect 
males’.104 Instead, women are understood as complete forms, perfect in their own right 
and biologically necessary “pues no puede conservarse la especie sin la concurrencia 
de ambos sexos” [“because the species cannot be preserved without the existence of 
both sexes”]. As a consequence of this position, Feijoo rejects the theological sup-
position which, as can be seen in Eiximenis, foresaw the conversion of all women 
into men come the Resurrection.105
In addition, Feijoo also recognized that men and women were of “diferente organ-
ización” [“different organization”] and that this physical difference conditioned the 
moral and intellectual orders. But he insisted that it was not from this difference that 
any intellectual inferiority of women sprang. Indeed, given the state of science at the 
time, it was not possible to identify the material basis of any such hierarchy. In this 
sense, it was necessary to consider both sexes as equal.106 The difference between 
men and women was not on the basis of understanding, even though he recognized 
that women’s brains were made up of softer fibres. Such a structure, however, did not 
undermine her “facultad discursiva” [“mental capacity”], as “illustrious” and intelligent 
women throughout history showed.107 The difference between the sexes lay elsewhere: 
not “en los órganos que sirven a la facultad discursiva; sí sólo en aquellos que destinó 
la naturaleza a la propagación de la especie” [“in the organs that serve mental capacity, 
but only in those that nature destined to propagate the species”].108
Therefore, purely physical considerations did not permit the hierarchical model 
as conceived by Aristotle (the woman as a failed man) or by the Hippocratic-Galenic 
model. Women and men were different by their nature, although this did not allow for 
the supremacy of one sex over the other. To this degree, it would appear that Padre 
Feijoo anticipated all the aspects of the dimorphous and naturalist model. But this 
‘modernity’ as evinced by a reading of Feijoo is somewhat precarious. If both sexes 
were equal in terms of talent but different in terms of physical traits, how could the 
de facto supremacy of one sex over the other be accounted for or justified? In order 
to resolve this conundrum Feijoo had recourse to a theological argument. God had 
wanted man to exercise power over woman not because of his superior intelligence 
but because of other virtues that were in the possession of those in positions of 
command: constancy and fortitude.109
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The Anatomía completa del hombre (1728) by Martín Martínez, an acquaintance 
of Feijoo,110 and a supporter of the latter’s argument in “Defensa de las mujeres”, 
shows a clear example of the triumph of sexual dimorphism. In the fourth and fifth 
lessons dedicated to analysing male and female “partes de la generación” [“parts 
of generation”], differences in these parts are continually foregrounded. The fourth 
lesson opens with a discussion of the similarities and differences between the male 
and female organs.111 In this detailed account, the tiniest differences between these 
shared parts are emphasized.112
When describing the female parts, Martín Martínez emphasizes with great care their 
function, whether in conception or birth, as if the whole of female genital anatomy 
were destined to make the semen fecund and the foetus viable.113 With regard to the 
clitoris, although it is compared to the penis, well within the Galenic isomorphic 
tradition, its differences in terms of structure and function are highlighted. Its muscles 
are not to maintain an erection or to expel semen but to close up the vulva in order to 
squeeze the penis during coition. Also within this tradition, as seen in some medical 
texts in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is the insistence on characterizing the 
clitoris as the principal organ of female “deleite sensual” [“sensual delight”]114 and 
the reference to macro-clitoridean women who are capable of seducing and having 
carnal relations with women.115 In the work by Martín Martínez an illness that became 
fashionable at the end of the eighteenth century is not mentioned. This specifically 
female disease, “furor uterino” [“uterine fury”] or “ninfomanía” [“nymphomania”], 
was glossed for the first time in the work of J. D. T. de Bienville (La nymphomanie, 
ou traité de la fureur utérine, 1771) and was associated with the excitement of the 
clitoris.116 This particular pathology, discussed in Spain from the end of the eighteenth 
century,117 marks out the differences between women’s sexual desire and that of men 
and thus serves to recapitulate the differences between the sexes.
The figures representing the genital organs of man and woman in the work by 
Martín Martínez, even though they still depict a frontal section, do not show the sexes 
side by side as can be seen in sixteenth-century medical texts such as the Historia 
de la composición del cuerpo humano by Valverde de Amusco. The representation 
of the vagina as a penis has disappeared and the breadth of the uterus and womb is 
emphasized forming a conical figure while the penis is represented as cylindrical. 
Nor is isomorphism between ovaries and testicles any longer a given. In sum, the 
dichotomous model is now evident.
This break with the one-sex model as represented by authors of the first Spanish 
Enlightenment such as Feijoo and Martínez will be consolidated as legal medicine 
becomes established. The “nueva ortodoxia ilustrada” [“new illustrated orthodoxy”], 
as Mónica Bolufer has called it,118 does not limit these biological differences to the 
organs of generation; by questioning the old Cartesian dualism biological difference 
is understood as the material basis that grounds the mental and physical existence of 
individuals. As such, doctors such as Foderé119 and López Mateos120 do not merely 
underline the different physical make-up of men and women but argue that all social 
differences stem from this different organic constitution. In this way, the universal 
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equality heralded by the collapse of the old regime is questioned as differences are 
no longer situated in differences of rank but in the differences between the organic 
and physiological constitution of bodies. Doctors, like the authors of moralizing 
novels at the end of the eighteenth century,121 appeal to ‘nature’ as against ‘artifice’ 
as a way of questioning the lifestyles of privileged groups of the Ancien Régime. 
But this did not eliminate discourse of female inequality; rather, it recodified it and 
situated this difference on the level of complementary but different biological reali-
ties. The social, then, is predicated upon biology. Women and men are theoretically 
equal as juridical subjects but their physical peculiarities make them more apt to 
fulfil certain occupations rather than others. The new great divides that characterize 
industrial society — public/private, production/reproduction, factory/home — are 
consolidated on a biological basis of bare life rather than in respect of a divine order. 
At the same time, the sciences of life are invoked to locate the differences between 
races, ages and classes, thus consolidating a kind of ‘state racism’ in parallel to 
democratic liberalism.122
This emphasis on the complementarities and differences between female and male 
nature was consolidated in an emerging set of medical texts in the early nineteenth 
century. These treatises on ‘gynaecopathy’ or ‘women’s illnesses’ were represented 
by works such as that of Julien Joseph Virey (1775–1846), translated into Spanish by 
the anatomist Manuel Hurtado de Mendoza (1780/85?–1849). This work emphasized 
that sex differences were greater the higher one went up the biological scale of living 
things,123 and women were declared to be fragile and of acute sensibility.124 It was 
this extremely fragile female condition that gave rise to a genre of texts on women 
in Spain of French origin. There was no male equivalent. This literature, from the 
treatise by Vigarous, translated in 1807,125 to that of Baltasar de Viguera (1827),126 
those of Roussel127 and Capuron,128 both translated into Spanish in 1821, confirmed 
the biological roots of sex differences and placed them at the root of all female 
peculiarities, both psychic and social. 
The consolidation of sexual dimorphism led to the elimination of any transitional 
figures on the masculinity–femininity scale. Sexual metamorphoses had become mere 
fables and hermaphroditism (apart from ‘perfect’ hermaphroditism) was increasingly 
qualified as apparent, although Teratology admitted it as a kind of variation within 
its taxonomies.129 
Spanish medical thought of the first decades of the nineteenth century, situated 
on the confluence of the processes examined above — the naturalization of the 
monster, the take-off of modern legal medicine and the biological foundation of 
sexual dimorphism — brought together a wide range of understandings on her-
maphroditism and sex change that could be found as part of the intellectual legacy 
of the Enlightenment. 
In the first place, there was the more or less vehement rejection of the biological 
possibility of true hermaphroditism in humans. Despite not receiving identical treat-
ment across the disciplines of natural history, anatomy and legal medicine (recall that 
discussions had not been unanimous in the eighteenth century), there was a general 
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rejection of the notion of human beings with two sexes. Increasingly, the belief in 
hermaphrodites would be consigned to the world of fables, magic and common super-
stition. Rather, these figures would form part of the fascination of the marvellous, in 
turn understood as part of humanity’s early childhood.130 In the same way as popular 
medicine was to be exiled by an increasingly professionalized form of medicine, folk 
stories about hermaphrodites had to be consigned to history. Hermaphroditism, like 
sexual metamorphosis, was an example of ‘unreason’. 
Indeed, such notions of the hermaphrodite constituted an error; the very term 
that was used to designate hermaphroditism, Orfila pointed out,131 could only lead 
to falsity, to a fallacious use of language that should be expelled by new medical 
knowledge. The hermaphrodite came to be defined negatively, as a deceit that nature 
had fabricated in order to fool positive observation:
Por hermafroditismo en el hombre o la mujer se entiende aquella disposicion 
viciosa de las partes genitales en la que el individuo parece ser de un sexo, a 
que realmente no pertenece, o no se puede determinar cuál sea el verdadero 
sexo.132
By hermaphroditism in man or woman we understand that vicious disposition 
of the genital parts that makes the individual appear to be of the sex to which he 
does not belong or for whom one cannot determine their real sex.
‘Appearance’, ‘simulacrum’, ‘deceit’, are the terms that become associated with 
the hermaphrodite. This negation is not just epistemological, a result of the igno-
rance and backwardness of medicine. The belief in these beings also entails moral 
negativity. As Enlightenment thinkers believed, and such is present in the work of 
Plenck, superstitions were associated with barbarous acts, aberrations of reason. 
Authors believed that it was because of this absurdity that innocent persons identi-
fied as hermaphrodites were executed in the same way that belief in witchcraft and 
possession by the devil resulted in the fires of the Inquisition.133 This rejection of 
the hermaphrodite was founded partly on a critical evaluation of past accounts of 
supposed hermaphrodites. Artistic and literary accounts and supposedly scientific 
observations made in ancient times made up a mosaic of horrors that reason could 
only substitute by positive observation in the face of prejudice.134 
In the same way as in other areas of medical specialization such as the dissection 
of cadavers in pathological anatomy and the study of mental illness, prejudice and 
superstition are expelled by the clarity of the clinical eye. Observation, deriving from 
anatomical inspection, recourse to the microscope,135 and studies of the physiology 
of reproduction would constitute the principal basis from which to argue against the 
existence of the hermaphrodite.
However, these inductive techniques do not create a field informed by complete 
unanimity. If some authors declared that supposed hermaphrodites observed to date 
were not capable of reproduction via self-insemination, as occurred in the plant world, 
other authors pointed out that these beings were not capable of being fecundated or 
able to procreate. In neither case were they real androgynes. This was the point of 
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view that gained the upper hand.136 
Alongside these points of view, the occasional author declared that hermaphro-
ditism was impossible a priori, a contradiction in terms whether proven or not by 
inductive means. This argument seemed to go back to old-style understandings. Here, 
the hermaphrodite would be a “derogación de las leyes que le plugo al Supremo 
Hacedor establecer en orden a la reproducción de los seres animados” [“renunciation 
of the laws that the Supreme Maker established with respect to the reproduction of 
the animated world”].137
The hermaphrodite disappears from the stage to be consigned to the lowest order 
of living things amongst plants and inferior animals. At most, he or she would be 
identified with a certain lack of sexual differentiation characteristic of old age or 
childhood in humans.138 Humanity and hermaphroditism are deemed to be mutually 
exclusive concepts. Only when man is not yet a man or when he begins not being 
so, assailed by old age and death, is sex erased and a loss of identity similar to that 
of the androgyne is gained. 
In this way, hermaphroditism was completely voided of its magical and occult 
content. Any case was in reality the result of an anatomical or functional maladjust-
ment that made the assigning of true sex a more complex task. The parameters of 
this medical discussion have shifted from those of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. No longer are questions asked on the ‘predominant sex’ of the individual. 
Instead, when faced with an individual of doubtful sex, Embryology and Teratology 
would ask: what kind of physical alteration are we presented with? Is this a vice of 
conformation or a monstrosity? Is this a product of an interruption in the growth of 
the individual or thwarted development? Legal medicine, on the other hand, would 
ask about the true sex of the individual hidden behind the mask of deformity. It 
would inquire as to the type of apparent hermaphroditism present and would seek an 
answer to the question as to whether surgical procedures could ‘correct’ any anomaly 
to restate the true sex of the individual.  
The task of biological discourse is to identify those anomalies that were previously 
understood as hermaphroditism. By using anatomical and physiological criteria the 
Teratology of Saint-Hilaire offered a classification of anomalies according to varieties 
(anomalies that did not interfere with normal functioning), vices of conformation 
(generally inconsequential anomalies), heterotaxias (severe anomalies but which did 
not interfere with normal functions) and monstrosities (severe anomalies that did 
impede normal functioning).139
Cases of apparent hermaphroditism were located mainly in the category of vices of 
conformation and monstrosities. The first of these were not very severe deformities 
and there were no traces of both sexes to be found. In monstrosities, the co-existence 
of organs of both sexes prevailed and this prevented sexual relations and reproduction. 
Both anomalies were understood as elements in ontogenetic evolution — they were 
developmental shortcomings resulting from the lack of growth of one type of genitals 
which had been surpassed in growth by the genitalia of the opposite sex.140
In the discourse of Teratology, then, hermaphroditism was in reality a kind of 
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under-development in particular humans. The organism was unfinished and was closer 
to its own origins than to any finishing point. Such a circumstance also had echoes 
on the phylogenetic level. Those species in which hermaphroditism was common 
were placed on the “último peldaño” [“last stage”], in the words of Pedro Mata, of 
life, separating plant from animal life, the living from the inert. The hermaphrodite 
was pure negativity and would never become and would never exist as such. 
This notion of limit, of negativity, would be different in the case of legal medicine. 
Here, as has been argued, hermaphroditism is not seen as being close to any origins 
but a figure giving rise to equivocal views and complex socio-legal situations to be 
resolved by experts. The hermaphrodite is a fiction, whose truth is to be unmasked by 
the medical doctor who locates the real sex. The true sex would be identified firstly 
as “true genital anatomy” in the rules established by Henri Marc in 1817,141 and, 
later, by means of the ‘gonads’ in the histological criteria advanced by the German 
Theodor Albrecht Edwin Klebs (1834–1913).142 The fate of the hermaphrodite in the 
nineteenth century would be vastly different to that encountered by either Estebanía 
de Valdaracete in the sixteenth century or Fernanda Fernández in the eighteenth.143
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